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1 Introduction

Corporate income taxation of multinational enterprises (MNEs) can basically follow

two principles. Under separate accounting, profit of a MNE is taxed in the country

where the MNE it declares. This principle is in operation mainly at the international

level. Under formula apportionment, in contrast, corporate income of a MNE is first

consolidated and then allocated back to the taxing countries according to a certain

formula which idealistically reflects the activities of the MNE in the countries. The

formula typically contains the capital (property), sales and/or payroll shares of the

MNE in the taxing countries. Formula apportionment is applied at the national level,

for example, in the US, Canada and Germany. Recently, the discussion of the relative

merits of the two tax principles received a renewed interest both among politicians and

researchers since the European Commission (2001) presented plans to replace separate

accounting by formula apportionment within the boarders of the European Union.

This renewed interest is also reflected by an increasing number of economic studies

on separate accounting versus formula apportionment. The initial study of Gordon and

Wilson (1986) has recently been augmented by, for example, Eggert and Schjelderup

(2003), Nielsen et al. (2003, 2004), Pethig and Wagener (2003), Sørensen (2004), Kind

et al. (2005), Gérard (2005, 2006) and Riedel and Runkel (2006). This literature shows

that the comparison of the two tax principles is basically a theory of fiscal externali-

ties. Under separate accounting, corporate taxation causes a profit shifting externality

as the individual country does not take into account that an increase in its tax rate

induces MNEs to shift profit and, thus, taxable resources to other countries. This

externality is positive and points to inefficiently low tax rates. Under formula appor-

tionment, corporate taxation causes a tax base externality and a formula externality

since one country’s tax rate influences the other countries’ tax revenues by a reduction

in the MNEs’ consolidated tax bases and an increase in the share of these tax bases

assigned to other countries. The two externalities are opposite in sign but within a

simple model Haufler (2006) shows that the sum of both is positive pointing to in-

efficient undertaxation, as the profit shifting externality under separate accounting.

Nevertheless, the existence of positive corporate incomes implies that there is always a

tax exporting effect à la Huizinga and Nielsen (1997) so that under both tax principles

there additionally emerges a negative income externality which may render tax rates
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inefficiently high.

All above mentioned studies either totally ignore labor as a factor of production

or consider perfect labor markets with full employment. Obviously, reality draws a

quite different picture. Since the early seventies the member countries of the EU have

been suffering from drastically growing unemployment. According to Eurostat data,

the average unemployment rate in the EU-25 countries is currently around 9%. Even

though unemployment in the US is typically lower than in the EU, also the US faces an

unemployment problem. The current unemployment rate in the US is about 5%.1 It

is therefore interesting to observe that the previous mentioned literature paid so little

attention to the question how unemployment affects the efficiency of corporate income

taxation under the two tax principles. Moreover, policy makers often view corporate

taxation as a mean to attract firms and create jobs. Hence, independent of efficiency

considerations it may be asked whether a tax reform in the EU from separate accounting

to formula apportionment has a positive or negative effect on unemployment.

The present paper addresses such questions. It investigates corporate income tax-

ation in a model with involuntary unemployment. We develop a two-country model

with a representative MNE. In each country, the MNE produces an output good with

capital and labor as inputs. The MNE may shift profit from one country to the other

by, for example, distorting transfer prices or the debt-equity structure. Unemploy-

ment is modeled in the most simplest way. We assume that due to minimum wage

legislations or the influence of labor unions the wage rate is fixed at a level above the

equilibrium wage rate so that labor demand falls short of labor supply. Each country

is populated by a continuum of households some of which are unemployed due to the

labor market imperfection. The countries impose a corporate income tax on the MNE

and noncooperatively choose their tax rates in order to maximize welfare of their resi-

dents. Corporate taxation either follows the principle of separate accounting or that of

formula apportionment. Under the latter, consolidated profit is apportioned according

to the property, sales and/or payroll shares of the MNE.

Within this model, we first identify the fiscal externalities caused by corporate in-

come taxation. Under separate accounting, it turns out that taking into account un-

employment does not add a further fiscal externality since the corporate tax rate in one

1All these data are taken from the Eurostat website under http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int.
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country leaves unchanged the MNE’s labor demand and unemployment in the other

country. In contrast, under formula apportionment a cross country effect of corporate

taxation on unemployment emerges for two reasons. First, corporate taxes fall on the

consolidated tax base so that an increase in one country’s tax rate induces the MNE

to reduce labor demand in both countries (tax base effect). Second, as a reaction on a

tax increase in one country the MNE reallocates labor to the other country in order to

reduce the share of consolidated profit which the apportionment formula assigns to the

tax increasing country (formula effect). These two effects are not taken into account

by the countries when choosing their tax rates and, thus, they constitute an unem-

ployment externality which so far has been ignored in the literature. In general, the

sign of the externality is ambiguous since tax base and formula effect go into opposite

directions. But for a Cobb-Douglas production function the unemployment externality

turns out to be positive pointing to inefficient undertaxation. As intuitively plausible,

it is the lowest when the apportionment formula does not contain a payroll factor.

We also investigate the interplay of the unemployment externality and the exter-

nalities already known from previous studies. Similar to Haufler (2006) we show that

the sum of tax base and formula externalities is positive. Moreover, if the production

elasticity of labor in the Cobb-Douglas production function is sufficiently large, the

unemployment externality will be strong enough to outweigh the income externality

such that the sum of both is positive, too. Under formula apportionment, the cor-

porate income tax rates are then inefficiently low. This result is to a large extent

driven by the unemployment externality since it compensates the income externality,

i.e. that externality which may be responsible for too high tax rates if unemployment

is ignored. In addition, starting from the assumption that tax rates under formula

apportionment are inefficiently low, we show that the efficiency gap will be minimized

if the apportionment formula exclusively uses a sales factor since in this case both the

unemployment externality and the formula externality are smallest. These insights

are confirmed and augmented by an empirical calibration of the model to the EU-25

countries. It turns out that separate accounting causes inefficiently high tax rates and

unemployment. Introducing formula apportionment would bring down tax rates and

unemployment below the efficient level, but welfare is still higher than under separate

accounting. The welfare increase is the highest with a pure sales formula.
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To the best of our knowledge, the only study investigating formula apportionment

in the presence of unemployment is that of Goolsbee and Maydew (2000). In contrast

to our analysis, however, they do not theoretically analyze the implications of unem-

ployment under formula apportionment. Instead, using a natural experiment from the

US they empirically test the effect of a change in the formula design on employment.

Their main finding is that a decrease in the formula weight on payroll in one state en-

hances employment in that state and reduces employment in other states. Hence, they

analyze externalities caused by the formula weights and not those caused by the tax

rates which are the main interest of our analysis.2 It should also be noted that there

are models on capital tax competition with unemployment, for example, Gabszewicz

and Ypersele (1996), Lejour and Verbon (1998), Fuest and Huber (1999), Richter and

Schneider (2001) and Ogawa et al. (2006). However, theses studies focus on a wealth

tax on capital and do not consider separate accounting versus formula apportionment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the model which is used in

Section 3 to study corporate income taxation under separate accounting. In Section 4,

we turn to formula apportionment and Section 5 contains the calibration of the model

to EU-25. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Model

Multinational Enterprises. Consider a model with two identical countries denoted

by a and b. The countries are small in comparison to the rest of the world. There is

a large number of identical MNEs operating a plant in each country. Since MNEs

are identical, it suffices to focus on a representative MNE. In country i ∈ {a, b}, the

MNE produces a numeraire good according to the technology F (ki, ℓi, qi). The factors

of production are mobile capital ki, immobile labor ℓi and a third fixed factor qi, say,

entrepreneurial services. Since qi is fixed, it is suppressed when no ambiguities arise.

The production function has positive and decreasing marginal returns to each input,

i.e. Fx > 0, Fxx < 0 for all x ∈ {ki, ℓi, qi}. It exhibits constant returns to scale with

respect to all three production factors and decreasing returns to scale with respect

to capital and labor. Hence, the fixed factor gives rise to a positive pure (economic)

2In the US, the formula design is under the control of the states and not the federal government.
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profit. Labor and capital are complements in the sense that Fkℓ > 0. In addition, the

production technology is concave in labor and capital, i.e. FkkFℓℓ − F 2
kℓ > 0.

The MNE is able to influence its tax liability by profit shifting activities. For

example, it may misreport transfer prices of goods and services traded between the

affiliates in the two countries or it may manipulate its debt-equity structure to shift

profit from one country to the other (e.g. Hines 1999, Clausing 2003). In a stylized way,

these activities are summarized in the variable s. If s > 0, the MNE will shift profit

from the subsidiary in country a to the subsidiary in country b. For s < 0 shifting is

the other way round. But profit shifting is not costless. It comes at a concealment

cost represented by the function C(s). This cost reflects, for example, the risk of being

detected when manipulating transfer prices or the debt-equity structure, or the cost of

hiring tax consultants (Kant, 1988, Haufler and Schjelderup, 2000). It is supposed to

satisfy C(0) = C ′(0) = 0, sign C ′(s) = sign s and C ′′(s) > 0. Hence, the concealment

cost is U-shaped with a minimum at s = 0 where the MNE does not shift profit.

Economic profit of the MNE in country i equals sales (output) less labor and capital

costs and adjusted by profit shifting. The MNE’s tax base in country i will deviate from

economic profit if the government grants only partial depreciation allowances and/or

allows the MNE to deduct the cost of debt but not the cost of equity. We denote the

fraction of capital cost that is deductible by the parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] which comprises

the cases of full, partial and no deductibility. The tax base of the MNE in country a

and b, respectively, is then given by

φa = F (ka, ℓa) − waℓa − ρrka − s, φb = F (kb, ℓb) − wbℓb − ρrkb + s, (1)

where r is the world market interest rate and wi is the wage rate in country i. The

interest rate is exogenously given since we assume that the two countries are small

relatively to the rest of the world. The wage rates are fixed due to the labor market

imperfections. A detailed description of the labor market is presented below.

Residents. Country i is inhabited by immobile residents. Each resident is endowed

with k̄ units of capital which she inelastically supplies at the world capital market and

one unit of labor which she inelastically supplies at the labor market in her country.

Without loss of generality, the mass of residents in each country is normalized to

one. Residents are divided into two groups: employed and unemployed individuals.
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Members of the first group are indicated by the superscript e. They earn income from

three sources: wage income wi, capital income rk̄ and a share θi ∈ [0, 1] of the MNE’s

total after-tax profit π. Unemployed individuals are denoted by the superscript u.

They do not get a wage income and, thus, their disposable income composes of capital

and profit income only. An individual of type j in country i uses its income to buy a

private consumption good in quantity xj
i . Its budget constraint can be written as

xj
i =







wi + θiπ + rk̄, j = e,

θiπ + rk̄, j = u.
(2)

Its preferences are represented by the quasi-linear utility function

U(xj
i , gi) = λxj

i + V (gi), (3)

where gi is the quantity of a locally provided public good in country i. Utility in (3) is

linear in the private good and increasing and concave in the public good, i.e. V ′(gi) > 0

and V ′′(gi) ≤ 0. By assuming quasi-linearity we abstract from income effects in the

demand for the public good. As will be explained below, the reason for introducing

the preference parameter λ is a technical one. By setting λ = 0 we are able to consider

the special case in which governments maximize tax revenue instead of welfare.

Unemployment. As labor is immobile, there is a local labor market in each coun-

try. On country i’s labor market, the MNE’s demand ℓi meets the residents’ supply.

In contrast to previous studies on separate accounting versus formula apportionment

refereed to in the introduction, we consider labor market imperfections which prevent

the market to attain an equilibrium. To keep the analysis as simple as possible, it

is assumed that the imperfections cause wage rate rigidities which, in turn, fix the

wage rate at some level above the equilibrium wage rate. Hence, labor supply exceeds

labor demand and some residents are involuntarily unemployed. Since labor supply is

normalized to one, both the number of unemployed individuals and the unemployment

rate in country i equals 1 − ℓi. The employment rate is ℓi.

Such a fixed wage approach to unemployment is also used by Ogawa et al. (2006), for

instance. The great advantage is that it keeps the analysis tractable. The fixed wage

rate assumption might be seen restrictive. However, in our setting it is equivalent

to an efficiency wage approach to unemployment used by e.g. Ogawa et al. (2004).
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Under such an approach, efficiency units of labor E(wi)ℓi instead of labor ℓi enter

the production function. The effort function E is increasing in the wage rate which

is endogenously chosen by the MNE. It can then be shown that under both separate

accounting and formula apportionment the profit maximizing wage rate is determined

by wiE
′(wi)/E(wi) = 1. Thus, as under our approach, the wage rate is fixed since it is

influenced by the properties of the effort function only and independent of any policy

instrument. In addition, our fixed wage assumption may be viewed as a short cut of

the labor unions’ influence which usually restricts the wage rate from below.

Governments. The government of country i provides the local public good which

is financed by the revenue from corporate income taxation. We formally introduce

the public budget constraint in the next sections when the tax rules under separate

accounting and formula apportionment are specified. The objective of the government

is to maximize its inhabitants’ Utilitarian welfare

W i = (1 − ℓi)U(xu
i , gi) + ℓiU(xe

i , gi) (4)

that equals the sum of all residents’ utility. Using the quasi-linear utility function (3)

the welfare function (4) turns into

W i = λ
(

θiπ + wiℓi + rk̄i

)

+ V (gi). (5)

As already mentioned above, by setting λ = 0 in (5) we are able to investigate tax

revenue maximization of the governments. Welfare in country i then reduces to the

utility the residents receive from the local public good and hence from tax revenue.

3 Separate accounting

Profit Maximization of the MNE. As benchmark we first briefly consider the

case of separate accounting. Under this taxation principle, corporate income is taxed

in the country where the MNE it declares. Denoting by ti country i’s statutory tax

rate, the MNE’s total after-tax profit is given by

π := (1 − ta)φa + (1 − tb)φb − r(1 − ρ)(ka + kb) − C(s). (6)
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The MNE maximizes the after-tax profit with respect to profit shifting s, investment

ki and labor demand ℓi for i ∈ {a, b}. It takes as given the governments’ tax rates ta

and tb. Indicating profit maximizing values under separate accounting by a tilde, the

first-order conditions can be written as

(1 − ti)[Fk(k̃i, ℓ̃i) − ρr] − r(1 − ρ) = 0, (7a)

Fℓ(k̃i, ℓ̃i) − wi = 0, (7b)

ta − tb − C ′(s̃) = 0, (7c)

for i ∈ {a, b}. Equations (7a) and (7b) implicitly determine the profit maximizing

capital and labor input as functions of the corporate income tax rates. Condition

(7a) shows that for ρ < 1 the MNE’s investment decision is distorted by the tax

since the marginal return to capital does not match the interest rate, i.e. Fk 6= r.

In contrast, labor is fully deductible so that the labor demand decision of the MNE

remains undistorted according to (7b). Equation (7c) determines the MNE’s optimal

profit shifting volume. If ta > tb, the marginal concealment cost will be positive and

the firm transfers profit into country b. If ta > tb, shifting will be the other way round.

For the tax competition analysis, the comparative static effects of the countries’ tax

policy on the MNE’s behavior are needed. We follow previous studies and pay attention

to a symmetric situation in which both countries have the same tax rate ta = tb =: t.

Differentiating (7a)–(7c) and applying the symmetry assumption yields3

∂k̃i

∂ti
=

(Fk − ρr)Fℓℓ

(1 − t)H
≤ 0,

∂ℓ̃i

∂ti
= −

(Fk − ρr)Fkℓ

(1 − t)H
≤ 0, (8a)

∂k̃i

∂tj
=

∂ℓ̃i

∂tj
= 0, (8b)

∂s̃

∂ta
= −

∂s̃

∂tb
=

1

C ′′
> 0, (8c)

for i, j ∈ {a, b} and i 6= j, with H := FkkFℓℓ−F 2
kℓ > 0 and Fk−ρr = (1−ρ)r/(1−t) ≥ 0.

For partial or no deductibility of capital cost (ρ ∈ [0, 1[), equation (8a) shows that

increases in country i’s tax rate reduce both capital and labor demand in country

i. The effect on labor demand stems from the complementarity of capital and labor.

Complementarity implies that a tax rate increase in country i raises unemployment

3It is important to first differentiate and then apply the symmetry property since otherwise some

effects go lost. We apply this procedure throughout the paper without mentioning it all the time.
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in country i. If capital is fully deductible (ρ = 1), the first-order condition (7a) will

simplify to Fk − r = 0. In this case, both investment and employment are independent

of tax rates according to (8a). Due to the separate accounting principle, it is clear that

tax increases in country i do not influence investment and employment in country j.

This is proven by (8b). Finally, (8c) shows that an increase in country i’s tax rate will

induce the MNE to shift more profit into country j if country i’s tax rate lies above

that of country j or to reduce profit shifting to country i if country i’s tax rate falls

short of country j’s.

Tax Competition. Under separate accounting, country i’s budget constraint reads

gi = tiφi. (9)

It equates tax revenue with the expenditure for the public good. Country i’s govern-

ment chooses the tax rate ti in order to maximize (5) subject to (9). In doing so, it

takes as given country j’s tax rate tj and anticipates the MNE’s behavior represented

by (7a)–(7c) and (8a)–(8c). The first-order condition ∂W i/∂ti = 0 determines country

i’s reaction function, i.e. its best response to country j’s tax rate.

As already mentioned above, we focus on a symmetric Nash equilibrium with equi-

librium tax rates t̃a = t̃b =: t̃. Symmetry requires that the fixed wage rate is equal in

both countries and the residents of both countries own the same share of the MNE,

i.e. wa = wb =: w and θa = θb =: θ. Due to (1), (7a) and (7b) the MNE then realizes

the same investment, labor demand and tax base in both countries, i.e. k̃a = k̃b =: k̃,

ℓ̃a = ℓ̃b =: ℓ̃ and φa = φb =: φ. Our main interest is to assess the efficiency properties

of the equilibrium tax rates. This can be done by investigating the fiscal externalities

which are reflected by the cross effects of the tax rates on welfare, i.e. the effect of

country i’s tax rate on welfare in country j. A positive (negative) fiscal externality

implies inefficient undertaxation (overtaxation). We report on the effect of tb on W a

only because the symmetry assumption ensures that the effect of ta on W b is totally

analogous. Differentiating (5) and taking into account (1), (8b) and (9), we obtain

∂W a

∂tb
= λθ

∂π

∂tb
− t̃V ′(·)

∂s̃

∂tb
. (10)

There are two cross effects of country b’s tax rate on country a’s welfare. First, in-

creasing tb reduces the MNE’s after-tax profit and, thus, profit income of country a’s
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residents. This income externality is represented by the first term on the RHS of (10).

It is negative since the envelope theorem implies λ θ ∂π/∂tb = −λθφ < 0. Second, if

country b raises its tax rate, profit will be shifted from country b to country a with

the consequence that the tax revenue and the quantity of the public good in country

a go up. This profit shifting externality is reflected by the second term on the RHS of

(10). It is positive due to (8c). Taking both cross effects together we see that the sign

of the total externality is ambiguous leaving it unclear whether the equilibrium tax

rate is inefficiently low or high. However, for λ = 0 the income externality disappears

and the profit shifting externality implies inefficient undertaxation. Our results are

summarized in

Proposition 1. Suppose the tax competition game under separate accounting attains

a symmetric Nash equilibrium with t̃a = t̃b =: t̃. If governments maximize tax revenue

(λ = 0), the equilibrium tax rate t̃ will be inefficiently low. Under welfare maximization

(λ > 0), in contrast, the equilibrium tax rate t̃ may be inefficiently low or high.

These insights coincide with those of previous studies refereed to in the introduction.

Proposition 1 shows that the results under separate accounting with perfect labor mar-

kets are qualitatively robust to introducing labor market imperfections. Unemployment

itself does not create a fiscal externality under separate accounting.

4 Formula Apportionment

Profit Maximization of the MNE. Under formula apportionment, tax bases are

consolidated and then distributed to the two countries according to a certain formula.

In practice, the formula usually employs three apportionment factors in convex com-

binations: the capital, sales and payroll shares of the MNE in the respective country.

Denoting by γ, σ and ϕ the weights these factors receive in the formula, the share of

the consolidated tax base that is assigned to country a equals

A (ka, kb, ℓa, ℓb) = γ
ka

ka + kb

+ σ
F (ka, ℓa)

F (ka, ℓa) + F (kb, ℓb)
+ ϕ

waℓa

waℓa + wbℓb

, (11)

with (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ S where S := {(γ, σ, ϕ) | (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ [0, 1]3 and γ + σ + ϕ = 1} denotes

the set of all feasible weights. The share 1−A(·) of the consolidated tax base remains for
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country b. The MNE’s tax burden in the countries a and b is given by taA (·) (φa + φb)

and tb [1 − A (·)] (φa+φb), respectively. The MNE’s total after-tax profit under formula

apportionment can then be written as

π = (1 − τ)(φa + φb) − r(1 − ρ)(ka + kb) − C(s), (12)

where

τ = taA (ka, kb, ℓa, ℓb) + tb [1 − A (ka, kb, ℓa, ℓb)] (13)

is the effective tax rate the MNE faces in country a and b. This effective tax rate equals

the average of the national corporate income tax rates weighted by the shares of the

consolidated tax base allocated to the two countries.

The MNE maximizes after-tax profit (12) with respect to capital, labor and profit

shifting taking into account (1), (11) and (13). Indicating profit maximizing values

under formula apportionment by a hat, the first-order conditions are given by

−(ta − tb)Aki
(·)(φa + φb) + (1 − τ)[Fk(k̂i, ℓ̂i) − ρr] − r(1 − ρ) = 0, (14a)

−(ta − tb)Aℓi
(·)(φa + φb) + (1 − τ)[Fℓ(k̂i, ℓ̂i) − wi] = 0, (14b)

C ′ (ŝ) = 0, (14c)

for i ∈ {a, b}. The conditions (14a)-(14c) have the usual interpretation. From (14c)

we infer that for all feasible formulas the MNE does not face an incentive for profit

shifting (ŝ = 0) since the tax base is consolidated. Similar to separate accounting,

(14a) and (14b) contain the marginal return to capital and labor and the respective

factor cost. But there is now an additional term that reflects the MNE’s formula

manipulation incentive. For a nonzero tax rate differential ta − tb the MNE invests

more and demands more labor in the country with the lower tax rate since this gives

the lower tax rate a higher weight in the calculation of the effective tax rate and, thus,

reduces the total tax liability. This effect is also derived in previous studies on formula

apportionment.

For the tax competition analysis under formula apportionment, we need the com-

parative static effects of tax rate changes on the MNE’s investment and labor deci-

sions. We again focus on a symmetric solution with equal tax rates. We then have

ta = tb = τ =: t, k̂a = k̂b =: k̂, ℓ̂a = ℓ̂b =: ℓ̂, φa = φb =: φ and A(·) = 1/2. Moreover,
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using the symmetry assumption the partial derivatives of the function A simplify to

Aka
= −Akb

=
γ

4k̂
+

σFk

4F
, Aℓa

= −Aℓb
=

ϕ

4ℓ̂
+

σFℓ

4F
. (15)

Total differentiating (14a) and (14b), the Appendix proves

∂k̂i

∂ti
=

1

2(1 − t)H

[

(Fk − ρr)Fℓℓ + φ

(

γFℓℓ

k̂
+

σ(FkFℓℓ − FℓFkℓ)

F
−

ϕFkℓ

ℓ̂

)]

< 0, (16a)

∂k̂j

∂ti
=

1

2(1 − t)H

[

(Fk − ρr)Fℓℓ − φ

(

γFℓℓ

k̂
+

σ(FkFℓℓ − FℓFkℓ)

F
−

ϕFkℓ

ℓ̂

)]

⋚ 0, (16b)

∂ℓ̂i

∂ti
=

1

2(1 − t)H

[

−(Fk − ρr)Fkℓ − φ

(

γFkℓ

k̂
+

σ(FkFkℓ − FℓFkk)

F
−

ϕFkk

ℓ̂

)]

< 0, (16c)

∂ℓ̂j

∂ti
=

1

2(1 − t)H

[

−(Fk − ρr)Fkℓ + φ

(

γFkℓ

k̂
+

σ(FkFkℓ − FℓFkk)

F
−

ϕFkk

ℓ̂

)]

⋚ 0,(16d)

∂(k̂a + k̂b)

∂ti
=

(Fk − ρr)Fℓℓ

(1 − t)H
≤ 0,

∂(ℓ̂a + ℓ̂b)

∂ti
= −

(Fk − ρr)Fkℓ

(1 − t)H
≤ 0 (16e)

with i ∈ {a, b}, i 6= j, and Fk − ρr = r(1 − ρ)/(1 − t) ≥ 0 according to (14a) and

the symmetry property. The comparative static effects of country i’s tax rate in (16a)-

(16d) can be decomposed into two partial effects. The first is a tax base effect reflected

by the terms containing Fk − ρr. Under no or partial deductibility of capital cost

(ρ ∈ [0, 1[), increasing country i’s tax rate raises the MNE’s effective tax burden and

thus induces the MNE to reduce the tax base by lowering capital and labor demand in

both countries. Even though labor cost is fully deductible, the tax base effect is also

present at labor since labor is complementary to capital. The tax base effect emerges

in both countries since tax bases are consolidated and taxed at the effective tax rate.

Under full deductibility of capital cost, the tax base effect disappears since for ρ = 1

it holds Fk − ρr = r(1 − ρ)/(1 − t) = 0. In this case, there is no distortion of capital

and labor demand working through the tax base. The second partial effect of country

i’s tax rate is based on the above-mentioned incentive of the MNE to manipulate the

apportionment formula. If country i increases its tax rate, the MNE will reallocate

capital and labor from country i to country j. This formula effect is captured by the

terms containing the formula weights γ, σ and ϕ. It is a pure reallocation effect since

in (16a) and (16b) and in (16c) and (16d) it is equal in size but opposite in sign. Hence,

the formula effect does not play a role for the impact of country i’s tax rate on the
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MNE’s total investment and total labor demand as shown by (16e). In the aggregate,

only the tax base effect remains with the consequence that the MNE reduces both total

investment and total labor demand as reaction upon an increase in country i’s tax rate.

With respect to unemployment, the comparative static results show that country

i’s tax rate has a negative effect on employment in country i and on total employment

in both countries. This is similar to the case of separate accounting, even though the

size of the effects may differ under the two tax principles. In contrast to separate

accounting, however, under formula apportionment country i’s tax rate also influences

unemployment in country j according to the cross effect (16d). In general, the sign

of this effect is ambiguous and depends on the relative size of the tax base effect and

the formula effect. Hence, we cannot exclude that an increase in country i’s tax rate

raises unemployment in country i. However, it is straightforward to prove that for

a Cobb-Douglas production function F (ki, ℓi) = kα
i ℓβ

i with α + β ∈]0, 1[ the formula

effect always outweighs the tax base effect and the total effect of country i’s tax rate

on labor demand in country j is positive. More specific, denoting by (∂ℓ̂j/∂ti)|(γ,σ,ϕ)

the cross effect if the formula weights are given by γ, σ and ϕ, the Appendix shows

that for given tax rate t the Cobb-Douglas production function implies

min
(γ,σ,ϕ)∈S

∂ℓ̂j

∂ti

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(γ,σ,ϕ)

=
∂ℓ̂j

∂ti

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(γ̂,σ̂,0)

> 0 for all γ̂, σ̂ ∈ [0, 1] and γ̂ + σ̂ = 1. (17)

Equation (17) provides two insights. First, for a Cobb-Douglas production function an

increase in country i’s tax rate always reduces unemployment in country j. Second, the

effect is the smallest whenever the apportionment formula does not contain a payroll

factor. This is plausible in light of the analysis of McLure (1980). He argues that the

formula transforms the corporate income tax into a tax or subsidy on the apportionment

factors. Hence, without a payroll factor in the formula the tax burden on labor is the

smallest and, thus, the MNE’s incentive to reallocate labor demand from country i to

country j as a reaction on a tax rate increase in country i is the weakest.

Tax Competition. Under formula apportionment, the fiscal budget of country a

and b, respectively, satisfies the constraint

ga = taA(k̂a, k̂b, ℓ̂a, ℓ̂b)(φa + φb), (18a)

gb = tb[1 − A(k̂a, k̂b, ℓ̂a, ℓ̂b)](φa + φb), (18b)
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where capital and labor depend on the tax rates via (16a)–(16d). The countries are

again engaged in tax competition and set the tax rates such that welfare (5) is max-

imized subject to the budget constraints (18a) and (18b), respectively. In doing so,

they take as given the tax rate of the respective other country. The Nash equilibrium

of the tax competition game is constituted by ∂W i/∂ti = 0 for i ∈ {a, b}.

To study the efficiency properties of the tax rates in the Nash equilibrium we restrict

our attention again to symmetric equilibria with tax rates t̂a = t̂b = τ =: t̂ and all the

implications already mentioned in the previous paragraph. The fiscal externalities of

country b’s tax rate on country a’s welfare are then reflected by

∂W a

∂tb
= IE + TE + FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) + UE|(γ,σ,ϕ), (19)

with

IE = −λθφ < 0, (20a)

TE =
t̂V ′ (·) (Fk − ρr)

2

∂(k̂a + k̂b)

∂tb
≤ 0, (20b)

FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) = 2t̂φV ′ (·)

[

Aka

∂(k̂a − k̂b)

∂tb
+ Aℓa

∂(ℓ̂a − ℓ̂b)

∂tb

]

> 0, (20c)

UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) = λw
∂ℓ̂a

∂tb
, (20d)

where the signs of (20a) and (20c) follow from (16a)–(16e). Due to the consolidation

of tax bases the profit shifting externality disappears under formula apportionment.

However, the income externality IE in (20a) remains and tends to inefficient under-

taxation. In addition, several other externalities emerge under formula apportionment.

The externalities in (20b) and (20c) go back to the tax base and formula effects derived

in the comparative static analysis above. If country b increases its tax rate, it does

not take into account that country a’s tax revenue declines due to a reduction in the

MNE’s consolidated tax base. This constitutes a negative tax base externality (TE)

which points to inefficient overtaxation. Moreover, in raising its tax rate country b

ignores that country a’s tax revenue increases since the MNE reallocates production

factors from country b to country a so that a larger share of the consolidated tax base

is taxed in country a. This represents a positive formula externality (FE(γ,σ,ϕ)) and
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tends to inefficient undertaxation. In contrast to the tax base externality, the formula

externality is a function of the formula weights since the MNE’s incentive to reallo-

cate production factors depends on the shape of the apportionment formula. Income,

tax base and formula externalities are well known from previous studies, for example,

Nielsen et al. (2004) and Riedel and Runkel (2006).

Our analysis reveals a fourth externality UE(γ,σ,ϕ) in (20d) that is caused by the ex-

istence of unemployment and therefore is absent in previous studies abstracting from

labor market imperfections. The underlying intuition for this externality is straight-

forward: If country b increases its tax rate, the MNE will change its labor demand not

only in country b but also in country a as shown by (16d). Country b’s tax rate thus

influences unemployment and welfare in country a. The unemployment externality

arises since in determining its tax policy country b ignores this cross country effect.

From the discussion in the previous section, we know that the effect of country b’s tax

rate on unemployment in country a may go in either direction. Hence, in general the

unemployment externality may be positive or negative and it is not clear whether it

tends to inefficiently low or high tax rates. Under a Cobb-Douglas production func-

tion, however, equation (17) states that an increase in country b’s tax rate induces the

MNE to demand more labor in country a. In this case, the unemployment externality

is positive and tends to inefficient undertaxation.

As the sign of the unemployment externality may be different from that of the other

externalities, it is important to investigate the interplay between the different external-

ities. We start with the comparison between unemployment and income externalities.

For a general production function, it is not possible to get clear-cut results. But for

the case of a Cobb-Douglas production function, the Appendix proves

Lemma 1. Suppose the production technology is Cobb-Douglas, i.e. F (ki, ℓi) = kα
i ℓβ

i

with α + β ∈]0, 1[. Then for given tax rate t̂ it holds:

(i) min
(γ,σ,ϕ)∈S

UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) = UE|(γ̂,σ̂,0) > 0 for all γ̂, σ̂ ∈ [0, 1] and γ̂ + σ̂ = 1.

(ii) IE + UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) > 0 for all (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ S if and only if

β >
(1 − t̂)(1 − α)

2 − t̂
+

r(1 − ρ)k̂

(2 − t̂)F (·)
. (21)
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Due to (17) the cross effect of one country’s tax rate on the other country’s employ-

ment will be the lowest if the formula does not contain a payroll factor. Since the

unemployment externality is proportional to the cross effect, it is minimized for any

non-payroll formula as shown by Lemma 1(i). But even for these formulas, Lemma

2(ii) shows that the unemployment externality will be large enough to compensate the

income externality if the production elasticity of labor β is sufficiently large such that

condition (21) is satisfied. This is insofar plausible as the size of the unemployment

externality is not only increasing in the formula weight placed on payroll but also in the

production elasticity β. The higher this elasticity, the more productive is labor and the

larger is the cross effect of one country’s tax rate on labor demand and unemployment

in the other country. It is then clear that for a high production elasticity of labor the

positive unemployment externality overcompensates the negative income externality

and the sum of both externalities points to inefficient undertaxation.

Inequality (21) will be satisfied, for example, if β ≥ (1 − α)/2 and the term r(1 −

ρ)k̂/(2 − t̂)F is sufficiently low. The former condition is consistent with empirical

evidence derived by Mankiw et al. (1992) and Nonneman and Vanhoudt (1996) who

found α ∈ [0.3, 0.35] and β ∈ [0.35, 0.45]. Less clear is the size of the term r(1 −

ρ)k̂/(2− t̂)F . It vanishes under full deductibility of capital cost (ρ = 1). For the more

realistic case of partial deductibility (ρ ∈]0, 1[), the size of the term also depends on

the equilibrium tax rate t̂, investment k̂ and output F . In the empirical calibration

presented in the next section, the term may indeed be such that (21) is violated and the

sum of income and unemployment externalities becomes negative. However, in such

cases the unemployment externality will still be large enough so that the theoretical

results which we now derive on the basis of Lemma 2(ii) remain valid.

To judge the overall efficiency of the equilibrium tax rate t̂ both the tax base and

formula externality have to be taken into account. These two externalities are opposite

in sign leaving the sign of TE+FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) indeterminate for general production functions.

Restricting attention to the Cobb-Douglas technology the Appendix shows

Lemma 2. Suppose the production technology is Cobb-Douglas, i.e. F (ki, ℓi) = kα
i ℓβ

i

with α + β ∈]0, 1[. Then for given tax rate t̂ it holds:

(i) min
(γ,σ,ϕ)∈S

FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) = FE|(0,1,0) > 0.
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(ii) If capital cost is either fully deductible (ρ = 1) or not deductible at all (ρ = 0),

then TE + FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) > 0 for all (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ S.

With a pure property or payroll formula, the MNE’s incentive to manipulate the for-

mula is quite strong since apportionment is targeted directly at the production factors.

As a consequence, the formula externality is relatively large. In contrast, if appor-

tionment uses the sales share only, then it will be directed at the production factors

indirectly, namely via the production function. Due to the existence of a fixed factor,

manipulating a pure sales formula is more difficult than manipulating other formulas.

This is the reason why the formula externality is minimized under a pure sales formula

as shown by Lemma 2(i). Nevertheless, Lemma 2(ii) states that at least for a very high

or a very low deductibility of capital cost the formula externality is still large enough to

overcompensate the negative tax base externality so that the sum of both externalities

is positive and tends to inefficient undertaxation. This insight generalizes the analysis

of Haufler (2006) who proves the same result in a model with no deductibility of capital

cost and with capital as the sole production and apportionment factor.

With respect to the overall efficiency of the equilibrium tax rates under formula

apportionment, Lemmas 1 and 2 immediately imply

Proposition 2. Suppose the tax competition game under formula apportionment at-

tains a symmetric Nash equilibrium with t̂a = t̂b =: t̂. Moreover, suppose the production

technology is Cobb-Douglas, i.e. F (ki, ℓi) = kα
i ℓβ

i with α + β ∈]0, 1[, and capital cost is

either fully deductible (ρ = 1) or not deductible at all (ρ = 0). If

(i) governments maximize tax revenues (λ = 0) or

(ii) the production elasticity of labor β satisfies (21),

then t̂ will be inefficiently low for all (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ S.

Proposition 2 identifies sufficient conditions for the equilibrium tax rates under formula

apportionment to be inefficiently low. According to Proposition 2(i), undertaxation

occurs if governments maximize tax revenue. In this case, income and unemployment

externalities are absent. The sum of the remaining tax base and formula externalities

is positive under the conditions of Lemma 2(ii) and, thus, causes inefficiently low tax

rates. For the case of welfare maximization, Proposition 2(ii) proves undertaxation if
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the production elasticity of labor is sufficiently large so that the sum of income and

unemployment externalities is positive due to Lemma 1(i). It is worthwhile to point out

the important role the unemployment externality plays for this result. While the sum

of tax base and formula externalities is positive, the income externality has a negative

sign. Without unemployment the income externality may therefore cause inefficient

overtaxation. But taking into account labor market imperfections, the associated un-

employment externality overcompensates the income externality and ensures that tax

rates fall short of their efficient level. In other words, under the conditions of Proposi-

tion 2 overtaxation is possible without unemployment but not with unemployment.

Lemmas 1 and 2 show that the size of the unemployment and the formula external-

ities depends on the shape of the apportionment formulas. Hence, starting from the

insight that the equilibrium tax rate under formula apportionment may be inefficient,

it is natural to ask under which formula the tax rate comes closest to the efficient

solution. To answer the question, it is useful to rank the equilibrium tax rate under

the different formulas. In doing so, we need the first-order condition of the countries’

welfare maximization. Maximizing (5) subject to (18b) and using (20a)—(20d) as well

as ∂ℓ̂b/∂τb = −∂ℓ̂a/∂tb − (Fk − ρr)Fkℓ/[(1 − t̂)H ] from (16c) and (16d), the first-order

condition for country b’s welfare maximum can be written as

∂W b

∂tb

∣

∣

∣

∣

(γ,σ,ϕ)

= φV ′ − λw
(Fk − ρr)Fkℓ

(1 − t̂)H
+ IE + TE − FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) − UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) = 0. (22)

The first four terms in (22) are independent of the formula weights since in a symmetric

equilibrium with equal tax rates neither investment nor labor demand depends on the

formula weights according to (14a) and (14b). Comparing the last two terms for

different formulas reveals which of the formulas implements the highest equilibrium

tax rate. Lemma 1(i) and Lemma 2(i) state that under a Cobb-Douglas production

technology both the formula externality FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) and the unemployment externality

UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) are positive and minimized at the pure sales formula. Consequently, if the

welfare function is assumed to be concave, we obtain4

Lemma 3. Suppose the tax competition game under formula apportionment attains

a symmetric Nash equilibrium and the production technology is Cobb-Douglas, i.e.

4Note that Lemma 3 is quite general in the sense that it uses neither the conditions (i) and (ii) in

Proposition 2 nor the assumption of no or full deductibility of capital cost.
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F (ki, ℓi) = kα
i ℓβ

i with α+β ∈]0, 1[. Then the equilibrium tax rate under the sales formula

(γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 1, 0) is higher than under any other formula (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ S\{(0, 1, 0)}.

If the whole formula weight lies on capital, the countries possess a strong incentive for

lowering the tax rates since in this case they try to attract more capital and increase

welfare. The same is true if the whole weight is placed on payroll since then a decrease

in the tax rate ceteris paribus reduces unemployment and increases welfare. From

these two polar cases it is intuitively clear that the incentive for a race-to-the-bottom

in corporate income taxation is the weakest under a pure sales formula as shown by

Lemma 3. If the formula exclusively uses the sales factor, the incentive for lowering

tax rates will be weakened since, in contrast to pure property or payroll formulas, the

formula now contains a fixed element via the fixed production factor.

With the help of this insight about the absolute size of tax rates, we are now in the

position to answer the question which apportionment formula generates the smallest

distortion of corporate income taxation. Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 imply

Proposition 3. Suppose all assumptions of Proposition 2 are satisfied. Then the

equilibrium tax rate comes closer to the efficient tax rate under the pure sales formula

(γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 1, 0) than under any other formula (γ, σ, ϕ) ∈ S\{(0, 1, 0)}.

Under the conditions of Proposition 2, we have inefficient undertaxation and from

Lemma 3 we know that under the sales formula tax rates are the highest. It is there-

fore clear that the sales formula performs best among all feasible apportionment mech-

anisms. The sales formula ensures the best mix of the counteracting externalities. It

ensures that the (positive) sum of the formula and tax base externalities is minimized

and it generates an unemployment externality of ideal size. This means that the unem-

ployment externality is strong enough to overcompensate the income externality, but

not too strong to push the equilibrium tax rate far away from its efficient level.

5 Calibration

Our main finding in the previous section was that under formula apportionment the

presence of unemployment generates a new fiscal externality which is responsible for

inefficient undertaxation and that this undertaxation is the least severe under a pure
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sales formula. Unfortunately, in deriving this result the complexity of the model forced

us to focus on the extreme cases of full or no deductibility of capital cost5 while real-

world tax systems are usually characterized by partial deductibility. The result also

heavily relies on condition (21) which ensures that the unemployment externality out-

weighs the income externality. Moreover, we did not yet conduct a comparison between

separate accounting and formula apportionment since Propositions 1 and 2 show that

such a comparison will definitely produce indeterminate results. For those reasons we

now empirically calibrate the model to the EU-25 countries in order to check whether

the results of our theoretical analysis will prevail when we further improve the rele-

vance of our assumptions and whether a transition from separate accounting to formula

apportionment is likely to be beneficial for the member countries of the EU.

In accordance with most real-world tax systems, capital cost is now assumed to

be partially deductible. Instead of introducing a general deduction parameter ρ, we

distinguish between the deduction of debt cost and depreciation allowances. We assume

the MNE finances a share ρ̺ ∈ [0, 1] of its activities by debt and the interest rate is

̺. In contrast to equity cost, debt cost ρ̺̺ki can be deducted. Moreover, economic

depreciation in the long-run is δ = 1 while we assume a share ρδ to be tax deductible.

Our model is able to map the deduction of debt cost and depreciation allowances if we

set ρr = ρ̺̺ + ρδ and r(1 − ρ) = ̺(1 − ρ̺) + 1 − ρδ in all relevant equations. Desai et

al. (2004) find ρ̺ ≈ 0.4 and Devereux et al. (2002) estimate ρδ ≈ 0.7. A suitable value

for ̺ is 0.05. Inserting these values in the above relations gives ρr = ρ̺̺ + ρδ = 0.72

and r(1 − ρ) = ̺(1 − ρ̺) + 1 − ρδ = 0.33. Solving for r and ρ, we obtain r = 1.05

and ρ = 0.69. Hence, for r = 1.05 and ρ = 0.69 our theoretical model analyzed in

the previous sections captures both deduction of debt cost and depreciation allowances

under empirically relevant parameter values.

The assumption of a Cobb-Douglas technology is retained in the calibration. We

now explicitly include all three production factors, i.e. the production function now

reads F (k, ℓ, q) = kαℓβqν with α, β, ν ∈]0, 1[ and α + β + ν = 1. In accordance with

Mankiw et al. (1992) and Nonneman and Vanhoudt (1996), the production elasticities

of capital and labor are α = 0.3 and β = 0.35.6 Then ν = 0.35 follows from the linear

5Most previous studied referred to in the introduction focus on these special cases, too.
6From the discussion of Lemma 1 we know that the condition β ≥ (1 − α)/2 together with a very

high deductibility ρ ensures that (21) is satisfied. As already mentioned, Mankiw et al. (1992) and
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homogeneity of F . The utility function of the local public good is specified as V (g) = κg

where κ can be interpreted as the marginal cost of public funds. In accordance with

Kleven and Kreiner (2006), we choose κ = 1.325. The residents of the two countries

are supposed to own an equal share θ = 0.5 of the MNE. Finally, the concealment cost

function is assumed to satisfy C(s) = ζs2/2. The parameter ζ together with q and w

are used to calibrate the model. More specific, separate accounting is the prevailing

taxation principle in the EU. Thus, we choose ζ , q and w such that the tax rate, tax

revenue and unemployment rate under separate accounting match the EU-25 average

data in 2004. These data are listed in Table 1.

– Table 1 here –

We set the parameters such that t̃ = 0.274, 1 − ℓ̃ = 0.091 and t̃φ = 9.855. The result

of the calibration is ζ = 0.0265, q = 21206.5 and w = 29.8026.

With these results we are now in the position to calculate the efficient solution7 and

to simulate the effects of a transition from separate accounting to formula apportion-

ment. The results are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

– Tables 2 and 3 here –

Table 2 provides the insight that the equilibrium under separate accounting is charac-

terized by inefficient overtaxation. For the ’average’ European country, the corporate

income tax rate lies 13 percentage points and the tax revenue over 4 billion euro above

their efficient levels. As a consequence, under separate accounting unemployment is

by 4.5 percentage points too high and welfare lies below its efficient level. The list

of externalities in Table 3 shows that the reason for overtaxation is the large income

externality which dominates the profit shifting externality. These insights are consis-

tent with empirical findings. For example, Huizinga and Nicodème (2006) empirically

investigate the extent of tax exporting among European countries. They find econom-

Nonneman and Vanhoudt (1996) obtain α ∈ [0.3, 0.35] and β ∈ [0.35, 0.45]. We deliberately set α and

β equal to the lower bounds of these intervals since β ≥ (1 − α)/2 then just holds as equality. For

all other combinations of α and β the strict inequality sign applies. Hence, by setting α = 0.3 and

β = 0.35 we choose the most unfavorable condition for our theoretical results to remain true.
7The efficient solution is obtained by maximizing total welfare from both countries, i.e. W a + W b.

Details on the calculations can be obtained upon request.
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ically significant tax exporting effects and argue that the resulting income externality

explains the absence of a race-to-the-bottom in corporate income taxation.

The introduction of formula apportionment is simulated for several formulas. Beside

the pure formulas already considered in the theoretical analysis, we also include the

so-called Massachusetts formula (equal weight on all three apportionment factors) and

the double sales formula.8 Both are extensively used in the US apportionment system.

From the results in Table 2 we infer that under each formula tax rates are inefficiently

low and that the tax rate under a pure sales formula comes closest to the efficient

solution. These are exactly the same conclusions as in our theoretical analysis, but

here derived for the more realistic case of partial deductibility. Note also that we

obtain the same results as in the theoretical model despite the fact that condition

(21) may be violated. For example, under a pure property or a pure sales formula

the income externality is absolutely larger than the unemployment externality. Due

to Lemma 1(ii) this can happen only if (21) does not hold. Nevertheless, even in such

cases the unemployment externality is strong enough to take away a large part of the

income externality. As the tax base and the formula externalities are always relatively

low, the unemployment externality is therefore the main reason for undertaxation.

In comparison to separate accounting, formula apportionment reduces corporate tax

rates. This tax cut leads to a decline in tax revenue which ranges from about 5 billion

euro under a pure sales formula to roughly 10 billion euro under a pure payroll for-

mula (where corporate income taxation completely vanishes). However, the reduction

in tax rates is also accompanied by a decline in unemployment. For example, under a

pure sales formula the average unemployment rate is more than halved from 9.1% to

3.9%. This positive employment effect is the reason why undertaxation under formula

apportionment is less severe in terms of welfare than overtaxation under separate ac-

counting. The introduction of formula apportionment exerts a positive effect on welfare

and the welfare increase is the highest under a pure sales formula since the distortion

8All results of our theoretical analysis have been derived under the (not explicitly stated) assump-

tion of an interior solution with respect to the corporate tax rate. In contrast, the simulation of

formula apportionment with a pure payroll formula yields the corner solution of a zero tax rate. Of

course, we may here also ensure an interior solution by allowing for negative tax rates. But a subsidy

which is proportional to positive profit of MNEs seems to be quite unrealistic.
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of the corporate tax rates is here the smallest.9 Based on our calculations a transition

from separate accounting to formula apportionment therefore seems to be an attractive

policy option for the EU, especially if apportionment employs the MNEs’ sales shares.

6 Conclusion

This paper analyzed corporate income taxation of MNEs in the presence of labor

market imperfections. We used a two-country model with multinational activities

and a fixed wage approach to unemployment. While unemployment does not cause a

fiscal externality under separate accounting, under formula apportionment we identified

an unemployment externality in corporate income taxation. With a Cobb-Douglas

production technology this externality is positive since an increase in one country’s tax

rate then improves employment in the other country via a tax base and a formula effect.

As intuitively plausible, we show that the unemployment externality is minimized

whenever the apportionment formula does not contain a payroll factor and that it

tends to outweigh other externalities such that tax rates become inefficiently low. The

distortions are minimized under a pure sales formula. With the help of an empirical

calibration of the model to EU-25, we show that the transition from separate accounting

to formula apportionment reduces tax rates and unemployment and increases welfare.

There are several interesting extensions of our analysis. For example, in the fixed

wage approach to unemployment the corporate tax policy does not have an effect on

wages. While this is consistent with an efficiency wage approach to unemployment,

repercussions of the tax policy on wages may appear in a wage bargaining approach

to unemployment. In such a setting, it will be interesting to investigate whether cor-

porate income taxation exerts fiscal externalities via the wage rates and, if so, which

implications such externalities have for the efficiency of the corporate income tax pol-

icy. Moreover, in our analysis we followed the previous literature and assumed per-

9From the figures in Table 2 one may think that the welfare increases are negligible. However, we

view welfare as an ordinal measure of the residents’ well-being so that it provides information about

the ranking of the different regimes only. Put differently, without changing any of the other results

welfare in each country could always be multiplied by a huge constant so that the absolute differences

between welfare under separate accounting and formula apportionment become large. For that reason

we refrain from interpreting the size of the welfare differences.
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fectly identical countries and a symmetric equilibrium of the tax competition game. It

might be an interesting task to investigate the implications of country asymmetries for

the fiscal externalities arising under separate accounting and formula apportionment.

However, before investigating these implications in the presence of unemployment it is

important to understand them in the absence of unemployment. To the best of our

knowledge, such a study is missing in the literature so far and we therefore leave the

analysis of corporate income taxation and unemployment in a model with asymmetric

countries for future research, too.

Appendix

Derivation of (16a)-(16e). Total differentiating (14a) and (14b) and then applying

the symmetry property yields

−2φAki
(dta − dtb) − (Fk − rρ)dτ + (1 − t)(Fkkdk̂i + Fkℓdℓ̂i) = 0, (23a)

−2φAℓi
(dta − dtb) + (1 − t)(Fℓkdk̂i + Fℓℓdℓ̂i) = 0. (23b)

From (13) and the symmetry property we obtain dτ = Adta + (1 − A)dtb. Equations

(23a) and (23b) can then be rearranged to

(1 − t)M





dk̂i

dℓ̂i



 =





2φAki
(dta − dtb) + (Fk − rρ)[Adta + (1 − A)dtb]

2φAℓi
(dta − dtb)



 (24)

with

M :=





Fkk Fkℓ

Fkℓ Fℓℓ



 .

Solving the matrix equation (24) by using Cramer’s rule yields

(1 − t)|M | · dk̂i =
[

2φAki
(dta − dtb) + (Fk − rρ)[Adta + (1 − A)dtb]

]

Fℓℓ

− 2φAℓi
Fkℓ(dta − dtb), (25a)

(1 − t)|M | · dℓ̂i = −
[

2φAki
(dta − dtb) + (Fk − rρ)[Adta + (1 − A)dtb]

]

Fkℓ

+ 2φAℓi
Fkk(dta − dtb), (25b)

where |M | ≡ H := FkkFℓℓ − F 2
kℓ > 0. Finally, using (15) we obtain after some rear-

rangement of terms (16a)-(16e). �
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Derivation of (17). Note that the derivatives of the Cobb-Douglas function are

Fk = αk̂α−1ℓ̂β, Fℓ = βk̂αℓ̂β−1, Fkℓ = αβk̂α−1ℓ̂β−1, Fkk = α(α − 1)k̂α−2ℓ̂β and Fℓℓ =

β(β − 1)k̂αℓ̂β−2. We now first show that in a symmetric situation with given tax rate t

the cross effect in (16d) under a pure capital formula is the same as under a pure sales

formula. This is simply proven by taking into account that H , (Fk − ρr)Fkℓ and φ are

independent of the formula weights and that the Cobb-Douglas function implies

FkFkℓ − FℓFkk

F
=

Fkℓ

k
= αβkα−2ℓβ−1.

Next, we show that under a pure capital or, equivalently, a pure sales formula (16d) is

positive. Focusing on the pure capital formula this is proven by

(Fk − ρr)Fkℓ − φ
Fkℓ

k
= Fkℓ

(

Fk −
F

k
+

ℓFℓ

k

)

= −k2α−2ℓ2β−1αβ(1 − α − β) < 0

and −1/[2(1 − t)H ] < 0. Finally, we show that the cross effect (16d) is minimized

whenever the weight on the payroll factor is set equal to zero. The idea of the proof is

to start with a formula that does not contain the payroll factor and then to increase

the weight placed on payroll and to simultaneously reduce the weight placed on the

other factors. If this increases the cross effect (16d) for all possible combinations of the

formula weights, (17) is established. Since all convex combinations of the capital and

sales factors with γ + σ = 1 yield the same cross effect, we are free to fix one weight of

these factors and only vary the other. Fixing σ then implies

∂

∂ϕ





∂ℓ̂j

∂ti

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(γ,σ,ϕ)



 −
∂

∂γ





∂ℓ̂j

∂ti

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(γ,σ,ϕ)



 =
φ

2(1 − t)H

(

Fkℓ

k̂
−

Fkk

ℓ̂

)

=
α(1 − α + β)φk̂α−2ℓ̂β−1

2(1 − t)H
> 0.

Hence, increasing the weight on payroll always increases the cross effect (16d). �

Proof of Lemma 1. Part (i) follows from (17) and the definition of UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) in

(20d). Since UE|(γ,σ,ϕ) is positive and attains its minimum at (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1, 0, 0), part

(ii) can be proven by showing that IE + UE|(1,0,0) > 0 if and only if (21) is satisfied.

Note that we suppose θ = 1/2. It is clear that the result also holds for θ ∈]0, 1/2[ since
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IE is increasing in θ. The sum of the two externalities can then be written as

IE + UE|(1,0,0) = −
λφ

2
+ λw

∂ℓ̂a

∂tb

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

(1,0,0)

= −
λ

2(1 − t̂)H

[

φ(1 − t̂)H + FℓFkℓ

(

Fk − ρr −
φ

k̂

)]

. (26)

Using FℓFkℓ(Fk−ρr−φ/k̂) = −FℓFkℓ(F/k̂− ℓ̂Fℓ/k̂−Fk) = −(1−α−β)αβ2k̂2α−2ℓ̂2β−2F

and H = FkkFℓℓ − F 2
ℓk = αβ(1 − α − β)k̂2α−2ℓ̂2β−2 yields

IE + UE|(1,0,0) =
λ

2(1 − t̂)

[

βF − (1 − t̂)φ
]

. (27)

Recalling that φ = F − ℓFℓ − ρrk̂ and ρr = Fk − r(1 − ρ)/(1 − t̂) from (14a) we get

IE + UE|(1,0,0) =
λ

2(1 − t̂)

[

βF − (1 − t̂)(1 − α − β)F − k̂r(1 − ρ)
]

. (28)

The sum of the investment and unemployment externalities will be positive if and only

if the bracketed term in (28) is positive which is equivalent to (21). �

Proof of Lemma 2. We first prove part (i). Inserting (16a)–(16d) into (20c) yields

FE|(γ,σ,ϕ) =
t̂φ2V ′

2(1 − t̂)H

{

−
γ2Fℓℓ

k̂2
−

σ2 (F 2
k Fℓℓ − 2FkFℓFkℓ + F 2

ℓ Fkk)

F 2
−

ϕ2Fkk

ℓ̂2

+
2γϕFkℓ

k̂ℓ̂
−

2γσ (FkFℓℓ − FℓFkℓ)

k̂F
−

2σϕ (FℓFkk − FkFkℓ)

ℓ̂F

}

> 0. (29)

Using the Cobb-Douglas specification in (29) gives

FE|(1,0,0) = β(1 − β)
t̂φ2k̂α−2ℓ̂β−2V ′

2(1 − t̂)H
, (30a)

FE|(0,1,0) = αβ(α + β)
t̂φ2k̂α−2ℓ̂β−2V ′

2(1 − t̂)H
, (30b)

FE|(0,0,1) = α(1 − α)
t̂φ2k̂α−2ℓ̂β−2V ′

2(1 − t̂)H
. (30c)

Observe that β(1−β) > αβ(α+β) is equivalent to 1−β−α(α+β) > 0 which in turn

is satisfied due to α+β < 1. Similar, α(1−α) > αβ(α+β) since 1−α−β(α+β) > 0.

Hence, (30a)–(30c) imply FE|(1,0,0) > FE|(0,1,0) and FE|(0,0,1) > FE|(0,1,0), i.e. among the

pure formulas the sales formula generates the lowest formula externality. To complete
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the proof of part (i), it remains to show that the sales formula generates a lower formula

externality than any other formula with convex combinations of the apportionment

factors. Similar to the proof of (17), this is done by starting at (γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 1, 0) and

then decreasing σ and simultaneously increasing γ and/or ϕ. If this change leads to a

higher formula externality and that holds for all feasible (γ, σ, ϕ), part (i) is established.

Differentiating (29), we obtain

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂γ
=

t̂φ2V ′

(1 − t̂)H

[

−
γFℓℓ

k̂2
+

ϕFkℓ

k̂ℓ̂
−

σ(FkFℓℓ − FℓFkℓ)

k̂F

]

, (31a)

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂σ
=

t̂φ2V ′

(1 − t̂)H

[

−
σ(F 2

k Fℓℓ − 2FkFℓFkℓ + F 2
ℓ Fkk)

F 2

−
γ(FkFℓℓ − FℓFkℓ)

k̂F
−

ϕ(FℓFkk − FkFkℓ)

ℓ̂F

]

, (31b)

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂ϕ
=

t̂φ2V ′

(1 − t̂)H

[

−
ϕFkk

ℓ̂2
+

γFkℓ

k̂ℓ̂
−

σ(FℓFkk − FkFkℓ)

ℓ̂F

]

. (31c)

Using the properties of the Cobb-Douglas function and calculating the effect of the

above described changes in the formula weights on the formula externality yields

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂γ
−

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂σ
= β(1 − α − β)(γ + ασ)

t̂φ2k̂α−2ℓ̂β−2V ′

(1 − t̂)H
> 0,

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂ϕ
−

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂σ
= α(1 − α − β)(ϕ + βσ)

t̂φ2k̂α−2ℓ̂β−2V ′

(1 − t̂)H
> 0,

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂γ
−

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂σ
+

∂FE|(γ,σ,ϕ)

∂ϕ
=

[

γ(1 − β)β + σαβ(2 − α − β) + ϕ(1 − α)α
] t̂φ2k̂α−2ℓ̂β−2V ′

(1 − t̂)H
> 0.

Hence, all feasible changes in the formula increases the formula externality as required.

The proof of part (ii) is trivial for ρ = 1 which implies TE = 0. For ρ = 0 the

properties of the Cobb-Douglas function yield φ = F − ℓFℓ = (1 − β)kαℓβ and after

some rearrangements of terms we get

TE + FE|(0,1,0) = αβ2(1 − β) (1 − α − β)
t̂k̂3α−2ℓ̂3β−2V ′

2(1 − t̂)H
> 0. (33)

Since for all other formulas the formula externality is higher than for the pure sales

formula, the sign of (33) is true not only for (γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 1, 0) but for all convex

combinations of γ, σ and ϕ. �
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Table 1: Unemployment and Corporate Income Taxation in EU-25 countries 2004

country unemployment rate tax rate tax revenue

(in percent) (in percent) (in billion euro)

Austria 4.8 34.0 5.732

Belgium 8.4 34.0 9.245

Cyprus 4.7 15.0 0.549

Czech Republic 8.3 28.0 3.999

Denmark 5.5 30.0 6.263

Estonia 9.7 26.0 0.161

Finland 8.8 29.0 5.240

France 9.6 35.4 39.765

Germany 9.5 38.3 17.725

Greece 10.5 35.0 5.556

Hungary 6.1 17.7 1.786

Ireland 4.5 12.5 5.335

Italy 8.0 37.3 30.614

Latvia 10.4 15.0 0.192

Lithuania 11.4 15.0 0.338

Luxembourg 5.1 30.4 2.137

Malta 7.3 35.0 0.156

Netherlands 4.6 34.5 16.266

Poland 19.0 19.0 4.482

Portugal 6.7 27.5 4.577

Slovak Rebublic 18.2 19.0 0.948

Slovenia 6.3 25.0 0.514

Spain 10.7 35.0 27.631

Sweden 6.3 28.0 8.442

United Kingdom 4.7 30.0 48.724

EU-25 average 9.1 27.4 9.855

(Source: Eurostat website under http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int/)



Table 2: Simulation Results

regime unemployment rate tax rate tax revenue welfare

(in percent) (in percent) (in billion euro)

separate accounting 9.10 27.40 9.855 59.570

efficient solution 4.41 14.66 5.411 59.838

formula apportionment by . . .

. . . property: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1, 0, 0) 2.04 7.10 2.652 59.762

. . . payroll: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 0, 1) 0.06 0.00 0.000 59.571

. . . sales: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 1, 0) 3.86 13.00 4.812 59.834

. . . Massachusetts: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 0.45 1.47 0.554 59.619

. . . double sales: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1/4, 1/2, 1/4) 1.12 3.87 1.453 59.688

(parameter values : α = 0.3, β = 0.35, ν = 0.35, κ = 1.325, r = 1.05, ρ = 0.69, ζ = 0.0265, q = 21206.5, w = 29.8026, )

Table 3: Externalities

regime IE PE UE TE FE Σ

separate accounting −17.98 13.46 – – – −4.53

formula apportionment by . . .

. . . property: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1, 0, 0) −18.68 – 15.71 −0.25 5.14 1.94

. . . payroll: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 0, 1) −18.85 – 33.74 0.00 0.00 14.89

. . . sales: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (0, 1, 0) −18.51 – 16.47 −0.51 3.02 0.46

. . . Massachusetts: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) −18.81 – 21.42 −0.05 0.56 3.12

. . . double sales: (γ, σ, ϕ) = (1/4, 1/2, 1/4) −18.76 – 20.21 −0.13 1.31 2.64
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